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Unflinchingly honest and darkly funny, this memoir will resonate with anyone facing the
complicated reality of aging and illness in the United States.Elizabeth and her mother, Judy,
have always had a complicated relationship. Now they face a confounding illness, as well as a
labyrinthine healthcare system, at a complicated stage of life. Nothing is as it first seems in this
riveting account of an unconventional mother-daughter journey—a journey that from the start
poses questions about love, life, family, aging, healthcare, sex, and death.In Bound, Elizabeth
Anne Wood addresses these questions as she chronicles the last eight months of her mother’s
life—a period she comes to see, over the course of months, as a maternity leave in reverse: she
is carrying her mother as she dies. Throughout their journey, Wood uses her notebook as a
shield to keep unruly emotions at bay, often taking comfort in her role as advocate and forgetting
to “be the daughter,” as one doctor reminds her to do. Meanwhile, her mother’s penchant for
denial and childlike tendency toward magical thinking lead to moments of humor even as Wood
battles the red tape of hospital bureaucracies, the frustration of planning in the midst of an
unpredictable illness, and the unintentional inhumanity of a healthcare system that too often fails
to see the person behind the medical chart.
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mother wanted to tell her story, and at one point while she was sick she suggested that we write
something together. We never managed that. She was too sick, and we would never have been
able to tell a truly honest story for fear of hurting one another’s feelings. After she died I found I
really did need to write about our experience, and so what you are holding is more my story than
hers.I wrote this book with the encouragement and support of family members and friends who
are described in these pages. Some of those people requested that I change their names in the
manuscript to provide them with some privacy, and I’ve done that. I’ve also changed the names
of my mother’s lovers, the health care workers who treated her, and the facilities where she was
treated in order to provide them the same courtesy. My mother received excellent care and I will
always be grateful for the intelligence, skill, and compassion that was demonstrated during her
treatment, but I did not seek permission to write about these dedicated workers, and my memory
is not perfect. I would not want anyone’s career—even a small piece of it—to be characterized in
a way that could inadvertently bring unwanted scrutiny or criticism.Regarding specific references
to the BDSM community, Camp Crucible is a real event and one my mother loved. I’m grateful to
Frazier, shepherd of the Crucible community, for the experiences his camp helped her enjoy.



Likewise, Passional is a real sexuality boutique in Philadelphia and I’m grateful to Kali Morgan,
its owner and proprietrix, for making my mother feel welcome there. I changed the name of the
online service that I call MistressNet because I criticize it based only on what I learned from my
mother and have no first-hand knowledge of it, myself.This book is a memoir, and the memories
on which it is based are my own. Other people involved in this story will no doubt remember
some events or conversations differently. I kept detailed notes during the time my mother was
sick, but I could not record everything that happened or each word that was said. In telling this
story I have written scenes and dialogue that accurately reflect my recollection of events and my
understanding of the truth.Part OneTHE CROSSES AND THE CANCERSChapter 1There’s
Always a CatchNot my cross to bear, I think with a wry smile as I stare into my mother’s small
craft room at the object that dominates the cluttered space. Perhaps seven feet tall, it is shaped
like an enormous black letter X standing on a shallow base, canted backward at a slight angle. If
it were a person, it would be standing tall with feet planted wide and arms flung out, its face
raised to the sky—exultant, powerful. This is not the image that would occur to most people who
are familiar with such equipment, I’m sure. This is a St. Andrew’s Cross, a piece of bondage
gear, and it bears witness to my mother’s power, strength, and willingness to defy convention.
Yet it also evokes for me her frailties, weaknesses, and shame—the many crosses she’s turned
to me to help her carry. Not my cross to bear? This time it’s a question, and I know the answer is,
Yes, it will be in the end.I arrived by train from New York, hurrying here to Philadelphia in
response to a series of confusing phone calls that began yesterday afternoon. “Your mom’s in
the hospital. She says she’s had a seizure.” That was my partner Will’s message, left for me to
find when I returned to my office after class. When I called him back, he had no new information,
so I called Mom’s cell. Her voice was shaky as she told me she’d never said anything about
having a seizure. She handed the phone off to a nurse, who told me only that she was being
admitted for observation for the night.“Should I come down right away?” I asked when Mom took
the phone back from the nurse.“No, no, Aunt Sarah is on her way. I’m fine,” she told me, and for
the moment I let myself be convinced. It was a Monday in early April, a busy time of the
semester. Leaving work wouldn’t be easy, and if Aunt Sarah could be there, at least for a few
days, maybe I could set my students up with an assignment and obtain some class coverage to
get through the rest of the week.I called again when I got home from work. Aunt Sarah was there.
Mom had been taken for a brain scan. What Aunt Sarah had so far pieced together from Mom
went something like this: Mom woke up at some point early in the morning, hallucinating, and
stumbled from her bedroom to the bathroom. “I might have left a bit of a mess,” she’d told Aunt
Sarah, who related the statement to me.We laughed.“There’s always a mess,” I said to Aunt
Sarah. “How bad could this be?”Somehow, Mom had managed to call a cab to get her to an
appointment with the oncologist who has followed her since her kidney cancer and nephrectomy
three years ago. She’d arrived at the office bruised, bloody, and disoriented, and Dr. Campbell
had arranged for her to be ushered straight to the emergency department.Aunt Sarah said she’d
call again as soon as Mom was back from the scan and there was more information.At eight



o’clock that evening, the phone rang again.“I have sparkles in my brain,” Mom told me, sounding
sleepy and confused.Aunt Sarah took the phone and explained that Mom had brain metastases,
possibly from the kidney cancer three years earlier, but without further testing we couldn’t know
for sure.“I’ll be there tomorrow,” I said, feeling instantly guilty. On the one hand, I chastised myself
for not having gone right away. On the other hand, I started to beat myself up for the immediacy
with which I’d drop everything to get there when Mom was sick, given the reluctance I felt about
just hopping on the train to go spend the day or the weekend with her. But I think of it as saving
my reserves. Mom’s life is so chaotic, I never know when I’ll need to draw on them. Still, I hear
her voice in my head, asking why I only come when she’s not feeling well. I can’t win.Now, hours
after my arrival at the hospital, Aunt Sarah and I stand in Mom’s apartment and survey the
wreckage. We find the commode she kept for nighttime emergencies overturned near a T-shirt
stained with blood from the scrapes she sustained when she fell. Blood drops lead to the
bathroom, where we also find a trash bag filled with plastic tubes and bags left over from the
dialysis she performs on herself every night. If I were a crime scene investigator, I’d be surprised
by the lack of a body.This is my first encounter with the cross. As we finish cleaning up the mess
in the bedroom and prepare to face the bathroom, Aunt Sarah suddenly asks, “Have you seen
it?”Mom has been talking about the cross for months but it’s been at least six months since I’ve
been here, despite the easy two-hour train ride from New York. I feel the twinge of guilt again and
confess that no, I haven’t seen it.Aunt Sarah gestures to the craft room with raised eyebrows and
something that is not quite a smirk but not quite a grin on her face. She is the elder of the two
sisters by just a couple of years, and she has led the more conventional, stable, and seemingly
happier life.My mother hasn’t made a secret of the sexual awakening that began in her late
fifties, and as the daughter who studies sexuality and gender, I’ve been her primary source of
information and affirmation, but I’m hardly the only one she’s shared her excitement with. Aunt
Sarah—a politically progressive Methodist who has been an active member of her church since
before I was born—has heard Mom talk about her discoveries and adventures and has been
anything but judgmental. Later I’ll learn that she’s openly shared her new life with my cousin
Jenn and with at least one friend from work, as well. I’m proud of her willingness to be out,
though I marvel at her lack of boundaries.The cross stands in the center of Mom’s small craft
room, a room otherwise cluttered with little jars of paint and brightly colored squares of clay, with
plastic drawers full of beads and faux jewels and wire, with dirty ashtrays and glasses lined with
a sticky residue of chocolate syrup and root beer. I try to look past the mess and examine the
cross more closely. Its arms and legs are lined up and down with stainless steel eyebolts,
providing a wide array of points to which a partner can be bound for erotic punishment. My
mother’s cross is draped in Dollar Store scarves. Bondage on a Budget is one of her favorite
books, and she has a fondness for shiny, silky things. A person bound to a cross like this is
generally acting out a pretty radical submission, but I can’t imagine my petite and frail mother
tying knots that would keep a person restrained for long. Then again, I don’t suppose the men
she’s bound to her cross have ever tried particularly hard to get away. These are men who want



to submit to her. Feelings of power and pride wash over me as I imagine my mother’s cross in
use.Mom could never afford a St. Andrew’s Cross like this one. It was a gift from Kenny, her very
special lover. He brought it with him on one of his many weekend trips from Brooklyn. The cross
is so large and the room so small and cluttered that in my initial appraisal, I almost miss the
improvised racks hanging on the walls behind it. Some of them, it turns out, are nothing more
than plastic-coated wire dish strainers. An astonishing array of whips, canes, collars, and cuffs
hang from them. I make a quick mental tally of the hundreds of dollars’ worth of leather, wood,
plastic, and steel hanging from the cheaply improvised racks and hope that they, too, were
gifts.Even more bondage gear hangs from a solid and well-organized pegboard on the adjacent
wall. The pegboard must have been Kenny’s work, I think, as my eyes drift back to the
improvised dish strainers, which are certainly more my mother’s style.Crosses like these are
often permanently installed in dungeon play spaces, but this one is made to be collapsible, for
discreet storage. I walk around it, pushing on it and examining its hinges and fasteners, and
realize immediately that it, like many other pieces of my mother’s life, is too heavy and too
complicated for her to manage on her own. Besides, putting things away has never been her
style—so here it stands and here it will remain, until . . .I let that thought trail off without a
conclusion as I wander back through the apartment, noticing the bits and pieces of evidence
revealing every interest and hobby Mom has entertained over the decades of her adult life:
photography, calligraphy, horror novels, macramé, beading, bondage. The artifacts of all these
interests are not arranged in carefully curated displays of books and photos or tidy cabinets of
craft supplies. Instead, her apartment gives the impression of having survived a low-intensity
cluster bomb packed with assorted goodies from Michaels, Barnes & Noble, and Good
Vibrations. Colorful square packets of modeling clay can be found in the bathroom. Beads and
wires nest in dishes and trays throughout the apartment. Books sit on shelves, but some also
burrow into couches and under pillows, while others lounge on top of or under most tables. Even
her sex toys turn up in unexpected places, like the butt plug on the windowsill in the living room
or the handcuffs hanging over the coat closet door. My mother doesn’t so much resist
organization as she refuses to acknowledge the possibility of its existence.We finish cleaning up
the wreckage of Mom’s bad night, and Aunt Sarah says good night. We agree that I’ll call her
from the hospital tomorrow to give her an update. All we know right now is that there is some
kind of cancer activity and it has shown up in scans of Mom’s lungs, liver, and skull. Note to self,
I think. Always double-check the information with the doctor. The sparkles on the earlier scan
were in the bones of her skull, not in her brain, though actually I’m not sure that one is
necessarily any better than the other. Is this a return of the kidney cancer we thought was in
remission? Is it something new? Is this what caused her delirium, or is there something else
going on that is yet to be discovered? There are many worrisome questions, and if my past
experience with Mom and hospitals is any guide, the coming days will be as full of ambiguity and
uncertainty as they are with answers.I settle in, carving out a small, orderly space around my
mother’s bed, warding off the encroaching chaos. Despite my exhaustion, on this night it seems



I’ve also warded off sleep. My mind spins medical details about scans and metastases together
with a visceral fear for my mother’s life and sprinkles in some generalized anxiety for good
measure.Having created a relatively orderly nest for myself in the bed, I don’t want to subject
myself to the mess around me—not even to get a glass of water. Instead, I scan the books on
the headboard bookshelf. A couple of vampire novels share space with titles like The Topping
Book, which makes sense given her newfound sexual dominance, and A Hand in the Bush,
which doesn’t. It’s about vaginal fisting, and as far as I know, Mom’s partners are all men and she
never allows them to penetrate her. Maybe that latter rule no longer applies? I flip through the
pages of a book on the use of needles and ribbon to make elegant designs on a submissive’s
body. The images are lovely pen-and-ink drawings and the text is instructive, but it certainly isn’t
making me sleepy.There’s a dense hardcover about the Civil War next to Women Who Run with
the Wolves, which Mom has always wanted me to read. My feminism has no room for some
spiritual claim about a natural and instinctive femininity. I’ve always felt dismissive about the book
despite her love of it, and I don’t feel compelled to pick it up now. The last book on the shelf is an
old paperback copy of her favorite, Catch-22.I open to the page on which Yossarian is raving
about the injustice of being forced to fly an increasing number of missions just to enhance the
reputation of the status-hungry Colonel Cathcart. He’s begging Doc Daneeka to declare him
mentally unfit to fly because of his disabling fear of death. The answer, of course, the catch in
Catch-22, is that his terror is evidence of his sanity. Only the crazy would be so unafraid as to fly
such dangerous missions without complaint. He loses either way.As I flip through the pages, I
think about how often I’ve understood my mother to be caught between mutually incompatible
states of being. She’s always believed herself to be the victim of some cosmic injustice, some
catch she couldn’t escape. Until this moment, lying awake in her bed while she lies in the
hospital, I’ve always attributed her denial, irresponsibility, and avoidance to her alcoholism, but
Yossarian’s outlandish reactions to his own insurmountable stuckness cause me to wonder
about another possibility: What if your response only appears irrational, Mom, because the rest
of us have accepted as sane a situation that is actually entirely crazy?As I curl up in her bed and
skim her favorite book, I think about the number of times my mother has made choices that
didn’t lead where she expected. Born at the beginning of the baby boom in the summer of 1945,
the second daughter of working-class parents, she went to college to be a journalist. In love with
her chosen career, she was also in love with a dental student and with the idea of becoming an
upper-middle-class wife and mother. I imagine she’d have enjoyed it more if she hadn’t
developed alcoholism along the way. She enjoyed staying home to care for my sister and me
and she loved entertaining, especially the drinking, but in 1978, after only ten years of marriage,
she found herself divorced and facing single motherhood without a clear path back to her
profession. Eight years out of the newsroom made it impossible for her to step right back into
journalism. Even getting sober wasn’t without its catches. She needed sobriety in order to
function as a single parent, but obtaining it required so many meetings that, for years, between
work and AA, I felt like we hardly saw her. There seemed to be no conflict in her life that had a



clear and uncomplicated solution. No wonder this book resonated so deeply with you, Mom. No
matter what you did, it never seemed like things would ever be as they ought to be.I ought to be
sleeping, but sleep is not going to enter my magic circle of order, so I give up, abandon my little
nest, and return to the craft room. The imposing cross still makes me smile, but now my smile is
edged with sadness. I’m glad my mother had some fun, but what if it’s all over now? I wander
around the room and touch braided whips and studded collars, leather cuffs and metal clamps. I
sit amid the clutter and pick up a wood-covered album, the kind with the black paper pages that
require the use of little adhesive paper corners in order to attach photos. I haven’t seen this one
before, and it turns out it doesn’t contain photos. Instead—I’m surprised to discover—it holds
articles from The Trenton Times written by one Judy Newton, my mother’s name before she
married my father. The dates, all from 1963, reveal that she wrote them when she was a senior in
high school. You were a journalist in high school? Published in The Trenton Times? How can I
know all about your sex life and not know about this?The articles reveal a talented young writer,
at turns funny and serious, who annotated her early accomplishments with note cards on which
she recorded details about the stories. One note card, accompanying a humorous column about
the material culture of student lockers, exclaims that the cartoonist Frank Tyger, whose
illustration graced her article, talked with her for a whole hour and that she earned her first bonus
—$5.00—for the piece. I can feel her pride and excitement as I trace my fingertip across the
small, neatly looping script.Flipping slowly through the pages, I read articles that range in focus
from a feature on two blind students to a piece documenting a skydiving trip. Later there is a
complete issue of The New Hampshire, UNH’s student paper, where, by her sophomore year,
the masthead tells me, she was the news editor. This issue is the only one she’s saved—at least
in this album—and it’s dated January 7, 1965. Under the full-page headline “WE PROTEST” are
four front-page stories raising concerns about a new computerized IBM registration process
opposed by students and faculty alike. In 1965 you were writing about computers? How, after
such a powerful start, did you find yourself not a writer but someone who said so frequently, “I
always wanted to be a writer”?The question leaves me profoundly sad. I consider the deep
ambivalence my mother must have felt about the catch-22s of career and motherhood, of
marriage and divorce, contradictions that may have fueled her drinking and that were certainly
part of her inability to fully commit herself to the tasks of adulthood. Whatever the root of my
mother’s astonishing lack of boundaries and the strangeness with which she has interpreted the
roles of mother and daughter, the resulting chaos permeated my childhood. The disorder that
bled through her life brought us very close to one another while also causing pain and creating
problems for me. It’s been hard to tell at times whose crosses are whose, I think as I look back at
the enormous piece of bondage equipment in the center of the room and wonder at the ties that
have bound us together. Not so hard now, is it?Looking at the cross again, I’m filled with awe. So
much power and so much responsibility are required to use such a thing well, and clearly you
could do that, couldn’t you? The rest of the chaos be damned.I put the album back in the same
disorderly pile from which I extracted it, stand up, and stretch my tired body. Looking around the



room, I wonder again at the sheer riot of color, texture, and mixture of interests displayed in one
small space. I run my hand over the cross and smile sadly, and then I return to bed.The cross
takes up a lot of physical space, but as I return to the craft room with my first cup of coffee after
too few hours of restless sleep, I still find it oddly reassuring in its affirmation of my mother’s
power, and right now I need that reassurance. I’m exhausted already, and I’ve only been here
one day. The mess, the worry, and the uncertainty are combining with the lack of sleep and the
caffeine to create a kind of edginess that is eased a bit by the power I see in the solid substance
of the cross. The emotional crosses, invisible and ethereal, feel much more frightening and
imposing. Will Mom be able to draw on her newfound strength to fight off the disease that is
dominating her right now? Will I need to find a way to care for her, to incorporate the disorder of
her life into my own carefully constructed and controlled day-to-day routines, for years to come?
Will she get to play in this room again? Can I keep her chaos contained here? Will she survive
this crisis? Will I?I sip my coffee slowly, despite my need to get back to the hospital. I’m stuck
between my distaste for her mess and my fear for her life. The apartment is a wreck, but its
horrors are familiar, and while I don’t enjoy them, I know how to navigate them. The hospital is
clean and orderly but also, at the moment, frightening because of what as-yet-unknown horror
might be revealed there. How will Mom seem when I arrive at her bedside today? What will her
doctors tell me about these new spots of cancer?The caffeine works its way into my
bloodstream as I shuffle some of the clutter and papers. Picking up a square of clay and placing
it with a few others that are also not where they should be, examining a paper and putting it back
down, I’m not making any real attempt at order. I just want to feel busy, because to slow down
would be to start sinking into the mess and all its associated anxiety and despair.I was forty
before I realized that every attempt I’d ever made to instill order in my mother’s life essentially
created new wells of guilt, forcing her to face another thing she couldn’t or wouldn’t maintain.
Another cross for you to bear, I think, looking back at the object dominating the room. Even your
biggest symbol of power and control is surrounded by chaos. She’d ask for help because the
mess embarrassed her, but when it came right down to it, she preferred chaos to order. It was
just easier that way.The room begins to feel too close. Shuffling papers and little colored blocks
of clay is starting to make me feel incompetent instead of busy. I’m a person who needs two cups
of coffee in order to feel fully human in the morning, but I gulp the last of this first cup and decide
to buy my second cup on the walk to the hospital. I suddenly need to be outside. I need to feel
like I’m really doing something. At the hospital, even if there’s no new information right way, I can
act like the responsible daughter in front of an audience that knows what that means. Even if the
news is bad, we will discuss a path forward.At least that’s what I think as I fumble with my shoes,
grab the keys and my bag, and head out into the April sunshine.Chapter 2Role ReversalAt this
hour in New York I’d be getting ready to walk into my first class of the day: Introduction to
Sociology. Instead, I’m approaching a hospital complex where I feel more like a student and less
like an instructor.Despite the reversal of roles and the seriousness of what goes on inside, this
hospital has a familiar feel that puts me oddly at ease. It’s a large university hospital full of



students and faculty. It’s also a place where Mom and I have spent plenty of time together. This
is the hospital to which the ambulance rushed her during my Christmas visit in 2000 when she
woke up unable to breathe and was diagnosed with congestive heart failure and chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease. This is the hospital to which we came three years ago when a
routine OB/GYN visit led to the exploration of some serious bloating she was having, which led
to the discovery of a large, malignant tumor on one of her kidneys. It was here that the
cancerous kidney was removed and here that we returned at the end of that summer when her
remaining kidney failed. In buildings attached to this hospital are all the doctors who have cared
for her as she’s dealt with diabetes, heart and lung ailments, cancer, and dialysis and who will
now help her through whatever this new and frightening crisis is. I have confidence in this
hospital. No matter what she’s facing, I feel she’s safe here. We are safe here.I find my mother in
her brightly lit room on the first floor, with large windows that look out onto a courtyard of sorts.
It’s crowded with machines, but at least the second bed is empty.“Hi! How are you feeling this
morning?” I bend to kiss Mom and try to hug her, but it’s awkward with the wires and tubes
running from her chest and arms to the monitors and IV poles that surround her.She seems
cautiously pleased to see me and looks up at me with a strange blend of suspicion and mischief
in her watery, blue eyes. I’m guessing she’s still a bit delirious. “They say I have sparkles in my
brain,” she tells me again.The metastatic activity in her skull shows as bright spots on the
imaging they’ve done. She’s interpreted this as sparkles, which sounds better than the
alternative.“The sparkles are in your skull, not in your brain,” I remind her.“But my brain is in my
skull.” She sounds childlike, and I smile and acknowledge the truthfulness of her statement.Her
petite, five-foot frame looks even smaller tucked into the hospital bed. Her short, dyed, auburn
hair hasn’t been touched up in a while, and it doesn’t look like she had the presence of mind to
brush it before making her way, delusional, to the doctor’s office Monday morning. Her eyes are
heavy-lidded but alert. She looks adorably rumpled but frighteningly weak, more like a sick child
than a successful dominatrix. It’s hard to believe that the owner of that enormous wooden cross,
a woman who has no doubt strung men up, cuffed them to those eyebolts, blindfolded them with
those shiny scarves, and administered painful blows with her assortment of canes, whips, and
floggers, is the same small figure I see before me, bound by wires and tubes to a bed she is too
delusional and weak to escape.“Has Doctor Campbell been in yet?” I ask, trying to sound
cheerful.She looks up at me as if deciding whether or not to trust me. I’m tempted to chatter on,
but I let the silence hang a moment. I sense she wants to tell me something, and I’m aware she’s
having a hard time putting her thoughts together.“I overheard some of the nurses talking last
night.” She pauses and motions for me to close the door.Feelings of alarm are starting to
overcome my forced cheerfulness and outward calm. I close the door and return to her bedside.
“What were they saying?” I imagine a list of terrifying details about her condition that she might
potentially have overheard.“There are other Mistresses here,” she explains, “and they’re doing
experiments on us.”Clearly my imagination has nothing on hers.“It’s that woman from
MistressNet who’s behind it all. You know, I think she’s really a man.”Bondage and medical



torment, previously sources of erotic pleasure and experimentation, have now woven
themselves into her hospital hallucinations. MistressNet is an online service that her lover,
Kenny, has encouraged her to participate in with him, and Mom told me a few weeks ago she
was suspicious that the owner is scamming the men involved by promising them services that
will never be delivered.I try to betray neither my relief nor my disbelief. Suddenly, her
hallucinatory state seems less worrisome in light of what I feared in those short, silent
moments.“I can’t tell anyone, either,” she continues, the edge in her voice betraying a very real
fear she must feel. “Nobody will believe me. Except the ones who are behind it, of course. But
they’ll just deny it’s true.”There is little I can do to reassure her. If I tell her I’m sure she
misunderstood what she heard, she’ll think I don’t believe her. And of course I can’t confirm her
fears. I tread carefully, but it’s impossible—another catch-22. I try to change the subject.“So, why
did you go to Dr. Campbell’s office instead going directly to the emergency room?” I ask this
without realizing at first that it sounds like a criticism. I wish I could take it back.“It’s part of the
screening I need to get on the kidney transplant list. I didn’t want to miss it.” She sounds almost
petulant, and I have to nearly bite my tongue to keep from expressing frustration. Having avoided
cancer screening appointments for the previous two years out of fear of what she might find, she
was now apparently so motivated to begin them again that she’d managed to drag herself to the
doctor despite a head injury and hallucinations. Denial has always been her weapon of choice,
and she’s never hesitated to shift her targets. The speed with which she can do so is dizzying. In
this case, it also makes sense.Mom’s sudden motivation to follow up on the cancer has been all
about love and desire, not about concern for her health. She enjoys taking the train up to New
York for impromptu weekend visits with Kenny, and suddenly her home dialysis equipment is an
inconvenience large enough to outweigh the worry she’s felt about the cancer’s possible return. I
can almost hear the unspoken, “It’s not fair!” And it’s true; it’s not fair. Finally ready to face her
fear because of the freedom she’s been enjoying, the result ends up being exactly what she
feared in the first place. Catch-22. My heart sinks, and for a moment I feel completely
helpless.Helplessness is a frequent, though thankfully temporary, experience of mine as I face
my mother’s troubles. It’s been this way since childhood, when I began to acquire the
overdeveloped sense of responsibility and vigilance that is common to children of alcoholics.
Adult daughters frequently find themselves caring for aging or ailing parents, so in that sense,
this is the most conventional our relationship has ever been. For most of my life, our mother-
daughter relationship has been rather backwards, with me caring for her instead of the other way
around. Now that I’m an adult and she is sick, the roles finally fit in a more conventional way.Mom
is more than thirty years into her recovery from alcoholism. She freely admits to drinking through
her pregnancies and to sipping vodka and Tang while she watched me and my little sister,
Angie, play with neighbor kids in the backyard pool. Her recovery began when her marriage to
our father ended and her family became so concerned about us that they drove from their home
in the suburbs north of Philadelphia to where we lived north of Boston in order to collect us and
get her into treatment. I was eight and Angie was six. We lived with Aunt Sarah and her family for



what we remember as a year and what was only actually about two months. Two months of
separation from Mom felt like an eternity to us as children.I don’t remember my parents ever
fighting, though I imagine they must have. Mom used to say that Daddy—he died days before I
turned ten and I’ve never thought of him in any other terms—was emotionally cold, and her
drinking must have added to their distance. One of the stories she frequently tells about her
drunkenness involves her getting lost on her way to the bathroom and falling asleep in the
bedroom closet. Daddy found her in the morning when he was getting dressed for work.I can’t
imagine she was very easy to live with. Being discovered on a closet floor in a puddle of urine
was not exactly consistent with the upper-middle-class housewife ideal for which she’d given up
her career. They split up the year before Mom’s family came to collect us.But I don’t remember
any of that. I remember what comes later: taking responsibility, fighting fear, and struggling for
control over situations that were well beyond my understanding. A possibly apocryphal story told
by my paternal grandmother goes something like this: When my parents split up and were
discussing custody, they asked me who Angie and I wanted to live with. My grandmother reports
that I answered, “We want to live with Daddy, but Mommy needs us.” Whether or not those words
ever came out of my mouth, there is no question that I took on the role of hypervigilant, overly
responsible child. While my mother often treated both of her daughters more like friends, I was
the one she frequently turned to for comfort or help, sharing miseries and fears that I couldn’t
possibly solve or even really understand. I learned to anticipate the land mines and tried to
always make everything okay. When Angie and I would come home from school and find a shut-
off notice from the gas company or the phone company on the front door, I would be the one to
call Mom at work and try to tell her—gently, so as not to embarrass her. If I’d come home that
day with a friend, I’d try to remove the note quickly and casually, trying not to embarrass myself. I
learned early to say things like, “I’m sure it’s just a mistake, but you should probably call them
anyway,” despite the unopened bills we all knew were lying around. I was an anxious child who
rarely slept easily, and it wasn’t unusual for me to come downstairs late at night and find Mom
crying on the couch. Not infrequently, the reason was related to those bills she was afraid to
open.The first time I remember finding her crying, though, didn’t have to do with bills—at least,
not directly. I came into the living room on a sunny weekend morning and found her sitting on the
floor beside a file folder of documents. When I sat beside her and asked what was wrong, she
showed me legal papers that she said were about something called “annulment.” It couldn’t have
been a year after their divorce, but my father was preparing to remarry. His fiancée, Dierdre, was
younger, Catholic, and had never been married. She needed him to never have been married
either. Mom was upset about the disavowal it required of her and angry about what she thought
it would say, even if just symbolically, about our legitimacy. Looking back, and with a better
understanding of the difference between civil and religious marriage, I think the bigger problem
was that she was still resentful about the divorce and the hardships it had created for her, and
maybe she was feeling a bit spiteful. At the time, however, all I saw was pain and anger, and her
indecision about whether or not she should sign.I was helpless. At eight or nine years old, I didn’t



even understand what annulment was. “It’s when the church certifies that two people were never
truly married,” she tried to explain, but it made no sense to me that a church could make
something that was real suddenly disappear by simply saying that it had never happened.Later I
would discover sociology and many previously mystifying things about the world would start to
make sense. It wouldn’t be a stretch to say that sociology and therapy together saved my life in
my twenties when I started to fall apart. But my eight-year-old self wouldn’t have understood
anything like Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann’s Social Construction of Reality, which
explains that reality is what we create through interaction and the attribution of meaning, not an
objective external force. My eight-year-old self knew the difference between real and pretend.
Barbie was a doll, not a real girl, no matter how many fantasy scenarios my friends and I
collaboratively constructed for her. Her dream house would never be a real mansion. Imagination
drove our play, and we knew what was real and what wasn’t.I knew my parents had been
married. I knew that because I knew that now they were divorced. I had several friends with
divorced parents, and we all knew that you couldn’t get divorced unless you’d first been married.
This knowledge was built into our childhood social hierarchies, where kids with divorced parents
sat clearly beneath those whose parents were married but well above those whose parents had
never been married. Not all single parents were created equal in our world. We were clear on
this.But I was also clear on the fact that I liked the woman my father was going to marry, and that
I wanted him to be happy. I loved him the way a child can only love a parent who gets to have all
the fun of taking her on trips and vacations and none of the cares about discipline or worries of
everyday parenthood. And I knew that my mother’s sadness and anger scared me. Part of my
job, I believed, was to make everything right, and there was no simple way for me to solve this. It
is the first cross I can clearly remember helping to carry.My mother signed the papers. My sister
was a flower girl at the wedding, and I was a junior bridesmaid. I remember that the pale blue
dress with tiny white dots was itchy but that I was very excited to play my part. That summer,
Daddy and Dierdre took us to Florida, where we toured Disney World and Sea World and got to
see the Weeki Wachee Mermaid show. Then, just months later, as my father was heading home
from a night of selling Christmas trees for the YMCA, a drunk driver in a pickup truck coming too
fast around an icy curve hit his little Volkswagen Rabbit head-on, and my father died at the
scene.At the funeral and at my grandparents’ home in the days surrounding it, Mom was
confronted with the young, grieving widow—all the more tragic because of the newness of the
marriage and certainly favored by my devastated grandparents—and there seemed to be no
clear place for her own loss. Still carrying love and anger toward the ex-husband she’d
reluctantly disavowed, the mother of the bereaved children had no standing of her own. Another
contradiction, another cross. Contradictions and crosses become themes in the relationship
between my mother and me. Right now, my focus returns to the seeming contradictions of her
current health crisis. When Dr. Campbell arrives shortly after lunch to give us an update, I find
myself reassured despite the lack of good news.Dr. Campbell is tall and slim, with silvery blond
hair and green eyes, and something about the ease and grace with which she stands instills



confidence and calm in me, even in the middle of all of this uncertainty and fear. She greets my
mom with a smile that isn’t forced and isn’t cheerful but that is instead a simple
acknowledgment: “I’m happy to see you.”“How are you feeling so far today, Judy?” she
asks.Mom smiles up at her. “Oh, I’m fine!”I consider the power of the little social rituals that keep
everyday interactions flowing and wonder how doctors can ever have honest conversations with
patients. Clearly she’s not fine. Nobody hooked up to so many machines and as bruised and
confused as she is can be fine. Of course, “given the circumstances” is probably taken for
granted here.Dr. Campbell shifts from the general to the direct pretty quickly. “How is your
pain?”There is a very proactive focus on pain control here, I’ve noticed.“Oh, nothing really hurts
right now,” Mom tells her.This seems honest. She hasn’t been complaining about pain since I
arrived.“Okay, so, let’s talk about what we know,” Dr. Campbell says. “As we discussed yesterday,
you aren’t losing your mind. Your mental state is being affected by a huge spike in your blood
sugar, and even though our biggest concern is figuring out what this cancer is, getting your
blood sugar under control is our more immediate concern.” She directs her comments at my
mother, but she’s also speaking to me. Given my mother’s semi-delusional state, it’s clear that
I’m the one keeping track of important information. I’m grateful that Dr. Campbell speaks so
plainly. It makes the note-taking easier.I ask about Mom’s most recent blood sugar readings and
jot down the numbers. I’m rarely without a notebook, but when Mom is sick, I carry one like a
shield. Writing things down makes them seem more concrete and controllable. It turns the
frighteningly amorphous details of her illness into data that I can record and analyze. Right now,
I’m trying to understand why, since Mom’s diabetes has been under control for years, she’d be
having such blood sugar spikes.Dr. Campbell explains that the spike is probably one of her
body’s reactions to the metastasizing cancer. Some cancers metabolize sugar differently than
others. All cancers need food. Turning our attention to the cancer, we look at images that show
Mom’s “sparkles,” along with images that Dr. Campbell says are nodules in her lungs, on the
back of her liver, and on her thyroid. She also has swollen lymph nodes in her chest.Words like
“antiangiogenesis,” phrases like “mammalian target of rapamycin,” and drug names like sunitinib,
sorafenib, and temsirolimus fill my notebook, though it is too early to know what drugs or
pathways will be important. We don’t even know what kind of cancer this is.The way to find out is
to do a biopsy, but it turns out that the question of what to biopsy is not so simple. A biopsy in
one site should reveal the nature of the cancer in all the sites, but not all biopsies are created
equal. Though liver or lymph biopsies would provide a good yield and are safer and easier than
lung or bone biopsies, Dr. Campbell recommends starting with an ultrasound of Mom’s thyroid to
see if that’s a good biopsy site first. It’s the least invasive of all the options.A few hours later, a
transport person arrives to wheel Mom to her thyroid ultrasound. He is a stocky man, about my
height, with close-cropped, graying dark hair and a neatly trimmed goatee. He wears the light
green scrubs worn by all transport workers, but a stars-and-stripes bandana around his head
personalizes his uniform. A small skull stud earring sparkles in his right ear. “Dance with me,” he
says with smiling eyes as he helps Mom wiggle to the edge of the bed, stand, and pivot onto the



gurney. I like him instantly for the cluster of contradictory signals he emits. There is a queerness
about his gruff and gentle manor. He wheels her out of the room with a flourish, and I follow
along without interrupting their chatter.This hospital is made up of a number of buildings from
different eras, all joined by catwalks, elevators, and labyrinthine corridors that will become
familiar soon enough. I imagine we’ve walked half a mile by the time we get to Interventional
Radiology. He drops us off and says he’ll be back for us later, unless Mom has another date. She
looks at him seriously and tells him she imagines he’s the fickle one. She’s only been here a
couple of days and already she’s flirting with the staff.The radiologist takes several minutes’
worth of imaging and then leaves me alone with Mom. She tells me she’s afraid, and I
acknowledge that I am too. “We’re going to deal with this together, though; we’re going to get
through this,” I remind her, as much to hear the words myself as to reassure her.After the
ultrasound, the radiologist tells us that there are lots of nodules that are calcified but look benign.
She says there is a 90 percent chance that a biopsy would not produce any cancer cells and
recommends against it, but tells us she can perform it anyway if that’s what we want.The
attending physician wants the test done anyway. Mom is afraid of the pain it will cause, though,
and I think that any procedure introduced with the phrase “likely to be inconclusive” isn’t worth
performing. Mom worries that we are letting Dr. Campbell and the attending physician down if we
return without having done the test, and I admit to feeling something akin to the anxiety
associated with failing to do my homework. I ask the radiologist to repeat what she just said
about the calcifications. I make a note in my notebook and tell Mom, “I don’t think it sounds like
the test can be helpful.” She demurs. We return to the unit with no useful information.At the end
of an exhausting day, I kiss my mother good night and assure her I’ll be back in the morning. I
leave her in the safety of the hospital, hoping that she won’t be gripped by delusions of nurses
performing experiments on imprisoned Mistresses, while I return to the mess of her apartment,
where medical instruments and other devices are used to inflict pain in carefully constructed
fantasy scenarios.Back at Mom’s, I call Angie and Aunt Sarah with updates and then wander
back into the craft room. Shuffling a few more papers—an act that, after last night’s discoveries,
is more a matter of curiosity than cleaning up—I come across another find that reveals a
forgotten piece of our unconventional family history: the separation papers between my mother
and my stepfather. Second marriages and even second divorces are hardly unconventional, but
it’s certainly unusual for separation papers to be witnessed by a fifteen-year-old, as I discover
these are when I flip to the back and I see my own signature on the witness line.Stranger than
the presence of my signature is my utter lack of memory about the event. I take this as evidence
that the incident was so unremarkable when it happened as to go unregistered in my mind. I
certainly wanted the man gone. He was emotionally and verbally abusive, and Mom had married
him mostly because they were in AA together, he was kind to her in the beginning, and she
believed that we needed to have a house instead of an apartment, something she could only
afford if we had a second income. I’m sure she didn’t think of it in quite such calculating terms;
I’m sure that she believed she loved him, and maybe she really did, but the fact is that marriage



is an economic relationship, and this one was a bad bargain.Thinking back to that house that
Second Husband helped us afford, I realize that conspicuously large crosses were a part of my
mother’s life even then. One summer, while Angie and I were visiting our very disciplined and
orderly paternal grandparents in New Hampshire, Second Husband got it in his head to plant a
garden in the front yard. He had a tattoo of a Maltese cross on his bicep, and he chose that
shape for the garden. He dug the cross—it was easily six feet by six feet—himself, and despite
the effort he put into it, he hadn’t done a very good job of laying it out. My mother told him it
looked like a swastika—which was accurate, but which made him angry. Her comment
precipitated an ugly fight, after which he stormed off and stayed away for a couple of days.The
cross never got planted with the flowers Second Husband intended for it, and in his anger he
refused to fill it in with dirt. Neither of them did anything about it, aside from letting the lawn grow
back. The result was an ankle-twisting, lawnmower-confounding hazard Angie and I discovered
when we returned from New Hampshire, and it remained that way at least until the house was
sold almost ten years later. That’s so often the way things are with us, isn’t it, Mom? Problems
that seem too big to fix can at least be ignored. If we wait long enough, the weeds will cover
them over.Cancer is like a weed, growing over all the healthy cells and choking them out. Are
avoidance and denial finally going to get us in the end?Looking back at the cross in the craft
room, I wonder about the anger and disappointment Mom has experienced with men. It’s not the
first time I’ve wondered if her adoption of kink and domination has anything to do with her dislike
or distrust of men. These are not exactly admirable reasons for entering what many call “the
lifestyle,” but I feel tremendous gratitude that she’s found a way to feel powerful and in control
while finding some kind of sexual fulfillment and emotional attachment. I worry that this new
episode of cancer will put an end to all of that, but I try to maintain some optimism. After all,
dialysis didn’t stop her. Maybe this won’t either.Chapter 3IntertwinedI return to the hospital this
morning, April 13, expecting a liver biopsy, but instead I learn that Mom will be discharged. Her
blood sugar has been largely stabilized with a combination of long- and short-acting insulin, and
the liver biopsy can be done as an outpatient procedure. She’s weak but her mental status has
cleared a great deal, and getting her home means reducing her infection risk. Hospital-borne
infections, her nurse tells me, are a serious risk to patients with weakened immune systems. “It’s
much safer for your mom to be at home,” she says.You haven’t seen my mom’s apartment, I think
to myself as the reality of what taking care of her at home will be like begins to sink in.Aunt Sarah
and her daughter, my cousin Jenn, are both nurses. Jenn works in a pediatric oncology unit and
Aunt Sarah takes care of children in a doctor’s office. They offer to help, and together the three of
us start to make a plan. It’s tricky because we don’t know how long we’re planning for, but we
figure we have to at least get through the end of my semester. Classes end in about a month,
and then I can be here full-time if necessary.Aunt Sarah drives to the hospital to help me get
Mom home. Before discharge, we meet with a nutritionist who explains the complex insulin
regimen. Mom will have to test her blood before meals and administer the short-acting insulin
according to her readings. The long-acting insulin is administered according to a different scale.



There are two separate injection pens to keep track of. I’m glad to have nurses on the home
team!We also meet with a representative from the hospice and palliative care provider attached
to the hospital. She explains that if we sign up for the service we can have access to a home
hospice nurse and palliative care team that will help address any symptoms Mom has while
she’s out of the hospital.
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Beverly Diehl, “For Anyone Who May Have to Care for an End-of-Life Loved One.. 4.5 Stars. As
a daughter who lost her mother too young (I was ten), I have mixed feelings about memoirs of
this type. On the one hand, I am madly jealous of all the extra time, stories, and experiences they
got to share with their mothers. On the other hand, I am vastly relieved that I don't have to go
through the painful experience of caring for my mother at the end of her life.Judy seems to have
been a vibrant, amazing woman. You gotta love a woman with a St. Andrew's Cross in her craft
room, and a dildo in her makeup bag. Her earlier bout of cancer didn't slow her down, even
though she had to do dialysis three days a week. But in this tale, she went into the hospital, and
never returned to her colorful, messy home, though she did bounce to and from different acute
care facilities, over the course of many months.I really felt for and WITH the author, as she
struggled to do the right thing for her mom, even as conditions kept shifting, and of course, the
nightmare of dealing with what insurance would and wouldn't pay for. It was a story of
endurance, patience, frustration, and love. So much love.Highly recommended for those who
are, or someday might be, THE person as a parent, sibling, close friend, or other loved one,
enters an end-of-life stage.”

Hugo Dlrs/Kimberly K., “Captivating!. Elizabeth Ann Wood’s memoir had me captivated from the
start. It’s a poignant story of a daughter and the special love she has for her mother. Despite
some tumultuous early years, Sociologist and Professor Wood and her mother have a unique
bond. As a daughter, I read what Wood went through while taking care of her mother, and
though she writes about it in a matter-of-fact way, from my point of view, she is a true hero. She
takes a non-paid sabbatical to care for her mother who is dying. This real life story had an
interesting twist and that is that Wood’s mother became a Domme in her later years. Since I
know very little about the BDSM world, it was quite interesting to read about crosses and cages;
I appreciated how wonderfully open this mother and daughter were in talking about sexuality. I
don’t think this is common and yet it’s so important. Though interesting, the BDSM to me read as
secondary. What had me turning pages late into the night were the raw and honest passages of
how Wood felt about taking care of her mother. This memoir can also serve as a manual for
those who are going through something similar; one can share and learn from Wood’s frustration
of dealing with doctors and hospitals. Although it’s a story about dying, there are wonderful
passages that are lighter with humor. I highly recommend this memoir that demonstrates a
powerful relationship, despite tough times, between a mother and a daughter.”

Linda A., “A compelling story about difficult subjects. Life, illness, death, love, kink, and a
smattering of sociology. Hardly the typical combination for a compelling story, but Elizabeth
Wood makes it work.Bound tells the story of a life experience many of us will encounter and
most of us dread. Describing the process of helping her mother through illness and death Wood



allows readers who have not yet faced this part of life understand some of the decisions,
emotions, discussions, and challenges and what to expect when our turn arrives. Her
descriptions and detailed explanation of the way she moved through this process are
surprisingly reassuring and comforting.The story has multiple threads that keep the reader
engaged throughout. The relationship between Wood and her mother is complicated. From her
childhood memories of dealing with her mother’s alcoholism to the frank and open discussions
between mother and daughter as her mother discovered the world of BDSM near the end of her
life, Wood demonstrates how acceptance and compassion allowed her to better understand her
mother’s reactions and decisions. By doing so, she made choices on her mother’s behalf that
were (hopefully) closer to those her mother would have made if she could do so.A sociologist
and educator, Wood also gracefully weaves in analysis of the opportunities and limitations
available to different segments of today’s population when dealing with the healthcare system,
and the complicated social interactions between patients, family members, and healthcare
providers.Additionally, she manages to open a window into the world of alternative sexual
lifestyles and the way elder sexuality (kinky or not) is so frequently ignored yet can still be so
important as we grow older.There are many lessons here yet at its core Bound is a compelling
and moving story of the author and her family’s journey through end-of-life transitions. I
thoroughly enjoyed this book!”

Sara E. Hosey, “A crucial, moving must-read memoir. Where to begin? Elizabeth Anne Wood’s
memoir is as much about illness and the-end-of-life as it is about connection and the discovery
of a lust-for-life. As a writer and a scholar, Wood is the real-deal: clear-eyed, astute, and
endlessly open-minded. In a memoir that tackles a range of complex and interconnected issues
—the promise and failings of our healthcare system, the pitfalls and rewards of caregiving, the
liberatory potential of BDSM practices, the nuances of mother-daughter relationships—Wood is
unflinching, honest, and incredibly generous.”

Laurie Buchanan, “Everyone should read—and learn from—this extraordinary book!. With grace
and finesse, BOUND: A DAUGHTER, A DOMME, AND AN END-OF-LIFE STORY by Elizabeth
Anne Wood, details some of the most challenging experiences life can throw at a person.Wood
took an unpaid sabbatical to care for her terminally ill mother, who it turns out had become a
domme in her later years.She also had to deal with the excessive bureaucracy from the medical
community her mother relied on for end-of-life care.Clear, concise, and articulate, everyone
should read—and learn from—this extraordinary book!”

The book by Elizabeth Anne Wood has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 74 people have provided
feedback.
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